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The Phase 2 pixel detector
q The HL-LHC poses a challenging environment

v A factor of 5–7 increase in instantaneous luminosity. Pileup up to 200
v ~10000 particle tracks per event.

q The new pixel detector:
v Should be radiation tolerant
v Have higher granularity and low occupancy
v Larger fiducial volume: better coverage for physics analysis

q Todays talk:
v Mainly covering the electronics system
v Readout: E-links and the performance of the pixel detector prototype chip.
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Inner tracker layout

q One-quarter of the CMS pixel detector layout.
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4.1. Overview and layout 75

TBPX

TFPX

TEPX

Figure 4.2: Perspective view of one quarter of the Inner Tracker, showing the TBPX ladders and
TFPX and TEPX dees inside the supporting structures. The pixel modules are shown as orange
elements in TBPX and as green elements in TFPX and TBPX. The dees are depicted as red and
orange surfaces.

for the implementation of the services. A total power of about 50 kW needs to be fed into the
active volume and a serial powering approach has been identified to minimize the material of
the cables carrying the current. The approximate 1 W/cm2 of power dissipated by the PROCs
will be removed by a network of low mass cooling pipes fed by the common CO2 cooling sys-
tem. Bidirectional data transfer is implemented using low mass electrical links to connect the
front-end to Low-power Gigabit Transceivers (LpGBTs, the same as will be used in the Outer
Tracker) located on the IT service cylinder, while the LpGBTs are connected via optical fibres
with the back-end electronics in the service cavern. Power, cooling, and data transmission ser-
vices are carried on a cylindrical shell enclosing the pixel detector. The detector is designed to
be installable after the Outer Tracker and the beampipe are already in place, thus enabling the
possibility to replace degraded parts over an Extended Technical Stop.

Figure 4.2 shows one of the four Inner Tracker structures, as it will look at installation time.
The TBPX layers and the TFPX and TEPX dees are visible. The barrel, forward, and endcap
elements are supported by half-cylinders that also hold their corresponding services, appropri-
ately routed on the outer surface of the structures.

Initial studies have been performed to compare the options of square (50 ⇥ 50 µm2) and rect-
angular (25 ⇥ 100 µm2) pixels. In terms of resolution on the track parameters, the relative dif-
ferences are typically rather small, with a trade-off between primary vertex discrimination and
resolution on the impact parameter. At the edges of the barrel layers, and notably for the first
layer, square pixels would result in very long clusters, where in each pixel the charge is col-
lected over a path of just above 50 µm, which would set more stringent requirements on the

Barrel pixel

Forward pixel

Endcap pixel
CMS-TDR-014



The Phase 2 pixel detector

q 1x2 ROCs modules (inner layers) 
q 2x2 ROCs modules (outer layers) 
q Total active area of silicon ~4.9 m2

q Hybrid pixel detector: Sensor with bump-bonded readout chips
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of one quarter of the pixel detector layout in the r-z view. Green lines corre-
spond to modules made of two readout chips and orange lines represent larger modules with
four chips.

Thin planar n-in-p type silicon sensors (of thickness 100–150 µm), segmented into pixel sizes
of 25 ⇥ 100 µm2 (with the long side pointing along z in the barrel and along r in the endcaps)
or 50 ⇥ 50 µm2, are expected to allow for a good detector resolution that is relatively stable
with respect to radiation damage. The resulting reduction in the pixel area by a factor of six
compared to the Phase-0 and Phase-1 pixel detectors will enable to achieve low occupancy and
improved track separation in dense environments like high pT jets.

An alternative option that is being actively pursued is the possibility to use 3D silicon sensors,
offering intrinsically higher radiation resistance because of the shorter charge collection dis-
tance. Since the production process is more expensive and thus not suitable for large volumes,
the use of 3D sensors could be limited to the regions of highest particle fluences.

For the readout chip, the envisaged small cell size can be achieved with the use of 65 nm CMOS
technology and an architecture where a group of channels (referred to as pixel region) shares
digital electronics for buffering, control, and data formatting. Such a pixel readout chip (PROC)
is being developed within RD53 [24], a joint ATLAS-CMS collaboration.

The baseline Inner Tracker layout is shown in Fig. 4.1. The number of layers crossed by parti-
cles originating from the luminous region has been shown in Fig. 2.4, both for the Inner Tracker
alone and for the total tracker. The detector comprises a barrel part with four layers (referred to
as Tracker Barrel Pixel Detector, TBPX), eight small double-discs per side (referred to as Tracker
Forward Pixel Detector, TFPX) and four large double-discs per side (referred to as Tracker End-
cap Pixel Detector, TEPX). In the TBPX the pixel modules are arranged in “ladders”. In each
layer, neighbouring ladders are mounted staggered in radius, so that r-j overlap between lad-
ders is achieved. The modules on a ladder do not overlap in z. A projective gap at h = 0
is avoided by mounting an odd number of modules along z, and by splitting the barrel me-
chanics in z into slightly asymmetric halfs (Section 4.4). In TFPX and TEPX the modules are
arranged in concentric rings. Each double-disc is physically made of two discs, which facili-
tates to mount modules onto four planes, with overlaps in r as well as r-j. Each disc is split
into two halves, and these D-shaped structures are referred to as “dees”. The TEPX will provide
the required luminosity measurement capability, as detailed in Section 10.3, by an appropriate
implementation of the readout architecture. In total, the pixel detector will have an active sur-
face of approximately 4.9 m2. More details on the layout and on hermeticity are provided in
Section 10.1.

Such a compact and complex detector, albeit large in terms of active surface, poses challenges

CMS-TDR-014



The detector components4.2. The pixel module 83

Figure 4.8: Readout of pixel modules via E-links to opto modules. The opto modules are based
on the LpGBT, and send data to the back-end via 10 Gb/s optical links. Top: one pixel module
with two pixel chips connected to one LpGBT, using three readout links per pixel chip (inner
barrel layer). Bottom: seven pixel modules with four pixel chips per module connected to one
LpGBT, using local data merging between pixel chips on the same module (outer layers).

results obtained with the test chip, is provided in Section 10.2.2.1. Three alternative analogue
front-ends were prototyped and showed excellent performance after irradiation. Two small
scale demonstrator chips, named FE65-P2 [58] and CHIPIX65 [59], both with 64 ⇥ 64 pixels
with a cell size of 50 ⇥ 50 µm2, were produced and characterized before and after irradiation,
with very promising results. The RD53A chip, planned to be submitted in July 2017, contains a
half-sized pixel array. The testing and radiation qualification will take place in the second half
of 2017.

Conversion of readout data to optical links at 10 Gb/s, by LpGBTs and VCSELs (Vertical Cavity
Surface Emitting Laser), is constrained to a maximum total dose of 100 Mrad and to fluences of
1 ⇥ 1015 neutral and charged hadrons per cm2, respectively, forcing opto conversion modules
to be located at the outer radius (r = 20 cm) of the Inner Tracker.

Short distance (< 0.5 m) and low mass E-links are used to transfer data from the pixel modules
to the opto conversion modules. These E-links must have appropriate line encoding to allow
AC coupling, required when using a serial power distribution system (discussed below). A
large number of E-link cables will be required for the barrel (1656 for readout, 864 for control)
to connect pixel modules to the opto conversion modules, located on the service cylinder at the
periphery of the Inner Tracker, as indicated in Fig. 4.13. Minimizing the material of these cables
is an important part of minimizing the material budget of the Inner Tracker. Detailed studies
have been made of 1.28 Gb/s signal transmission on low-mass cables. The use of an optimized
differential cable driver in the pixel chip using signal pre-emphasis and simple equalization fil-
ters in the receivers assures that such a transmission can be made reliably over several metres,
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E-links

q This particular layout is for the inner barrel layer:
v One pixel module, with two chips each, connected to one lpGBT.

q The other layers have seven pixel modules with four chips each, connected to one 
low power gigabit transceiver (lpGBT).



The RD53A chip

q Prototype for ATLAS/ CMS readout chips
v 400 columns and 192 rows.
v Designed to withstand HL-LHC radiation doses (500 Mrad) or 2×1016 neq
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2. Floorplan and Organization

RD53A uses a 9 metal layer stack, consisting of 7 thin, 1 thick and 1 ultra-thick metal layers.
In addition, the 28K AP layer is also used for power lines distribution. In Fig. 2 the layout and
functional view of RD53A floorplan are shown. The sensitive area of the chip is placed at the top115

of the chip and is arranged as a matrix of 192 x 400 pixels of 50 µm ⇥ 50 µm. At the top is a row
of test pads for debugging purposes, which should be removed in a production chip. The peripheral
circuitry is placed at the bottom of the chip and contains all global analog and digital circuitry
needed to bias, configure, monitor and readout the chip. The wire bonding pads are organized as
a single row at the bottom chip edge and are separated from the first row of bumps by 1.7 mm in120

order to allow for wire bonding after sensor flip-chip (Sec. 4). However, the wire bond pads are
also designed compatible with Thru-Silicon Via post processing.

Figure 2: RD53A floorplan, functional view.

The pixel matrix is built up of 8 by 8 pixel cores. The 64 front ends within a core are placed as
16 so-called analog islands with 4 fronts ends each, which are embedded in a flat digital synthesized
“sea” as shown in Fig. 3. The circuitry around each island is not identical but depends on the125

placement of gates by the synthesis tool. Prototype tests have shown that, within the digital/analog
isolation scheme used, this approach does not introduce any visible systematic differences between
islands. Furthermore, a core is small enough that it can be checked with a transistor level analog
simulation. In the chip periphery, all the analog building blocks are grouped in a macroblock called
Analog Chip Bottom (ACB), which is fully assembled and characterized in an analog environment130

(Sec. 8). All the building blocks have been previously prototyped, tested and characterized in
radiation environment at least up to 500 Mrad TID. The ACB block is surrounded by a synthesized

– 5 –

CERN-RD53-PUB-17-001



Phase 2 chip: The frontend

q Cmd_clk = 160 MHz
q Ser_clk = 640 MHz
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E-links

q E-link: 1 control link (160 Mbs-1 ), 1-3 data link at 1.28 Gbs-1.
q Different prototypes developed:

v Flat-flex cables
v Twisted pair cables

q Length: 10 cm to 2m
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E-link characteristics
Properties

Labels

CFF_L001 CFF_L002 TP_1M_011 TP_2M_111

Mass/ length 1.2 g 0.3 g
Cross section 
and materials 0.15 mm Kapton Cu with 4 twist/inch 

Cross section 36 AWG (0.127 mm)

Grounding/
shielding

bottom face split up into three 
heavy traces to be used as grounds 

or to power the electronics
Double QML Kapton insulation

Length 1 m 1 m 1 m 2 m

Connectors

Left side being connected to the 20 
pin AMP connector and the two 

right hand sides being connected to 
two 8 pin AMP 

SMK
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Several e-link prototypes designed by KU.
Measurement of impedance and performance in signal transmission studied at CERN.



TFPX cable layout study

10

Total of 1152 cables in 5 
flavors with 
lengths from 25-35 cm
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Summary of tests on the e-links
q Mass measurements, visual Inspection and thermal cycling

q Radiation tolerance (irradiation at Los Alamos)
q Electrical Properties

v Continuity/DC Resistance 
v Bit Error Rate
v S-parameter measurements
v Eye Diagram
v Time domain reflectometer studies
v Cross Talk

q RD53A studies
v Eye diagram
v Transmit and receive data and study with different pre-emphasis
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The s-parameters
q Scattering matrix quantifying the behaviour of signal in a network.
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Complex 
network1 2 A two-port network

S = S## S#$
S$# S$$

Input a1

Reflection b1 Input a2

Reflection b2

S11 =  b1/a1

S21 = b2/a1

S12 = b1/a2

S22 = b2/a2

b#
b$ = S## S#$

S$# S$$
a#
a$ a2 = 0

a1 = 0

a1, a2, b1, b2 are the measured signal strengths √(power).

Z = Z( #)*++
# ,*++

, Z0 = characteristic impedance = 100 W

Measuring S parameters gives the impedance of the DUT
(e-link cables).



Set-up for s-parameter tests
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E-link

Vector network analyzer
4-channels

SMA 
connectors

Round board

Shielded cables with SMA 
connectors.

Differential signal sent from
VNA output ports
to the VNA input ports
through the e-links.

SMA 
connectors



Set-up for s-parameter tests
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FF cable with 
long piece 
under test

Twisted pair
with SMKs



S-parameters
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TP_1M_011



Impedance measurement
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q Comparing S11 (reflection) with S12
(transmission) gives the bandwidth 
of the DUT.

q Cross-over point ~500 MHz

TP_2M
_111

S11
S12

TP_2M
_111

q The measured S parameter S11 is 
converted into a measurement on 
the impedance of the DUT.

q Measured to be 100 W.

Freq. domain Time domain



S-parameters for the round board

q Impedance in the expected range ~100 W.

q Slightly higher than expected. Potential 
impedance mismatching.
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q Measured the s-parameters and the impedance of the round board itself.

q Since we interface the cables through the round board, impedance matching 
here is an important factor.



Time domain reflectometer studies
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q The round board shows higher impedance than expected/ designed.
q This may lead to the distortions of the signals and the degradation of the quality 

of the eye diagram.
q Direct measurement of impedances using a time domain reflectometer.

60 W
Expected 50 W
(single-ended)



TDR with the cables
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1m cable 2m cable

q We also measured the impedances of the twisted pair cables (1m and 2m).

q Showed higher than expected impedance values.
v Again, see before from the VNA measurements.



The e-link test set-up
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E-link

KC705 Bonn 
board RD53A

Oscilloscope

Ethernet 
cables

HDMISMA

SMA

SMA

Round board



Test set-up with RD53A chip
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SCC

Bonn board

E-link

KC705

Round board
for connecting e-links



The eye diagram
q The eye diagram is a visual method to 

evaluate signal integrity.
q Th oscilloscope samples the signal at 

every transition from 0–1 and 1–0 
states and overlays all such transitions 
simultaneously.

q The eye area and height tells how many 
times the signal successfully transitions 
from the 0 to 1 state and back.

v Gives an idea about the signal 
corruption and information loss.
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Pre-emphasis
q High frequency signals incur significant losses during transmission.

q Pre-emphasis seeks to mitigate this: apply delay and inversion to the signal and 
add it back. (reduces signal spread).
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Understanding the Pre-Emphasis and
Linear Equalization Features in

Stratix IV GX Devices

A high-speed signal travelling through a backplane is subject to high-frequency 
losses, primarily skin effect and dielectric losses. These losses can severely degrade 
and attenuate the high-frequency content of the signal, making it difficult for the 
receiver to interpret the signal. Stratix® IV GX devices offer pre-emphasis and linear 
equalization to address this problem and improve the high-speed signal quality.

This application note provides information about the transmitter pre-emphasis and 
receiver equalization behavior of Stratix IV GX devices. Specific examples 
demonstrate how an impacted signal is improved by these two features, on a time 
domain, a frequency domain, or both.

Transmitter Pre-Emphasis in Stratix IV GX Devices
An ideal signal for a receiver completes the transition within a symbol interval. 
However, when the signal travels through a lossy backplane, the transition expands to 
adjacent intervals. This effect is referred to as inter-symbol interference (ISI). The 
purpose of pre-emphasis is to apply delay and inversion to the signal and add it back 
to the original signal with the proper weight, thereby compensating for the 
“expansion” or ISI from the nearby data symbol. Figure 1 shows an example of 
delay-inverse-weight compensation.

Figure 1. ISI Compensation with Pre-Emphasis

Original Signal

Compensated Signal

Weighted Delay Inverse of Original Signal

The RD53A chip is configured 
to apply
pre-emphasis to the 
transmitted signal.

Goal: apply pre-emphasis to 
improve the 
signal transmission quality.



RD53A pre-emphasis schema
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Reg. Nr. Name Nr. Bits Default value Bit description

68 SER_SEL_OUT 8
8'b01_01_01_

01
{SerSelOut3[1:0],SerSelOut2[1:0],SerSelOut1[1:0],SerSelOut0[1:0]}

00-SER_CLK_DIV2, 01-SER_OUT, 10-LFSR7, 11-GND 

69 CML_CONFIG 8
8'b00_11_111

1
{SER_INV_TAP[1:0], SER_EN_TAP[1:0], CML_EN_LANE[3:0]}

70 CML_TAP0_BIAS 10 10'd500
Bias current for tap 0 of CML driver

(LSB ≈ 14.6µA, MAX ≈ 15mA, same for all tap bias)

71 CML_TAP1_BIAS 10 10'd0 Bias current for tap 1 of CML driver

72 CML_TAP2_BIAS 10 10'd0 Bias current for tap 2 of CML driver

From
 Piotr R

ym
aszew

ski



How pre-emphasis works
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RD53A CML driver

April 2019

1 RD53A driver principle

Figure 1: Block diagram of RD53A cable driver

Figure 2: Diagram for a 2nd-order FIR filter.

Figure 3: E↵ects of pre-emphasis on data transmission.

Fig. 1 is the RD53A cable driver block diagram. It has three-tap pre-emphasis capability, and is equivalent
to a second-order FIR filter as in Fig. 2. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the frequency response of such filter should
de-emphasize the low frequency component and boost the high frequency component, in order to compensate
for the low-pass e↵ects on the transmission media, optimally achieving a flat frequency response over the data
bandwidth.

The time delay between each tap is 1 unit interval, clocked by the serializer clock (SER CLK) running
at 1.28 GHz. Therefore, dt in Fig 2 is 1 unit interval (781.25 ps in case of 1.28 Gbps data stream). The
unit interval tap delay gives the maximum boost on the fundamental frequency component of the data stream
(640 MHz in case of 1.28 Gbps data). The coe�cient a0-a2 is determined by combination of tap configuration

1

From RD53A designers

The frequency response of the pre-
emphasis filters de-emphasize the low 
frequency components and boost the high 
frequency components of a signal.

Compensates for low-pass effects (high 
frequency losses of the transmission 
media).

Helps achieve a flatter frequency response.



Eye diagrams with VNA

q Eye diagram simulated from s-parameter 
measurements.

q Tested in the range 10 MHz–5 GHz

q S-parameters measured using PRBS
v Length: 211.
v Rate: 1.28 Gbs-1.

q Without pre-emphasis.
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CFF_L001 TP_1M_011

TP_2M_111



Measured eye diagrams 

q Here the eye diagrams actually measured using RD53A signal.
v Pseudorandom bit stream 

q Direct connections using SMA connectors (no e-links yet).
q Changed video cable since last time–no transitions between clock cycles.

(Was not really due to PLL locking issue).
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TAP0 = 500 TAP0 = 1000



Scanning pre-emphasis taps
q Scan TAP0: 500–1000 in steps of 100
q Scan TAP1: 0, 1, 2
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q Change in eye height with TAP0
q Not much change in width
q Not much change with TAP1



Jitter
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q Jitter remains fairly constant with 
TAP0 and TAP1.

q Higher when TAP1 = 1 but 
probably not significantly high.



Improvements
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KC705

Blue int. 
board

F
M
C

RD53 
SCC

E-link with 
Mollex connectors

q The scanning process of the pre-emphasis taps is now more automatic.
q Can make plots scanning all three taps.
q Redoing measurements increasing the ranges of TAP1 and TAP2.
q New e-links have been designed at KU.
q A new interface “blue board” has been designed: Currently in the process 

of writing firmware for this.



A new e-link interface
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q Less complicated connections.

q Less noise and problems with impedance matching.



Summary and plans
q CMS Phase 2 pixel detector development well under way.

q At CERN several tests on the pixel detector system being undertaken:
v Powering tests, chip testing, electronic links, lpGBT.

q Covered the tests related to the electronic readout system.
v Prototypes of cables developed at University of Kanas
v Testing being done at KU and CERN.

q Plan is to get full testing procedure in place by summer.

q Perform tests with new RD53 chip when available
q Current tests done without the lpGBT drivers.

v Need to test using the lpGBT in the readout chain

q By the end of the year:
v Arrive at a baseline choice for the e-link designs.
v Demonstrate readout chain working with full module, e-links and optoboard.
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Contributors: E-link studies
q University of Kansas (KU): Alice Bean, Shayla Bellamy, Sadia Khalil, 

Devdatta Majumder, Robert Young
q CERN: Luis Miguel Casas, Dominik Koukola, Pedro Leitao, Stella Orfanelli, 

Csaba Soos
q Rice University: Arun Kumar
q University of Zurich:  Sebastien Wertz
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Backup
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Semiconductor properties

q Si has less noise than Ge. 

q SiO2 surface can be used for gates, protects crystal.

q Ge can be fabricated into large crystals. 

q Diamond is more radiation hard.
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Properties Si Ge Diamond

Bandgap [eV] 1.12 0.66 5.47

e-h creation energy [eV] 3.6 2.9 13

e mobility [cm2V-1s-1] 1450 3900 1800

h mobility [cm2V-1s-1] 450 1900 1200

Radiation length [cm] 9.4 2.3 18.8

Avg. ionization energy loss [MeV cm2 g-1] 1.66 1.37 1.75

Avg. Signal [e-h pairs/ µm] 110 260 36

Intrinsic carrier density [cm-3] 1.1 x 1010 2.4x1013 < 103
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Drift velocity vd = µE
CMS pixel operating 
voltage ~400V.
Sensor thickness = 200 µm
(layers 2-4 and FPIX)
= 75 µm (layer 1)



The e-link test set-up
q Fast readout cables from RD53A chip modules to lpGBT module

q E-link: 1 control link (160 Mbs-1 ), 1-3 data link at 1.28 Gbs-1.
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Twisted pair cable

Flat-flex cable


